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AFFECTIVE COMPUTING AND SENTIMENT ANALYSIS

DEPARTMENT: AFFECTIVE COMPUTING AND SENTIMENT ANALYSIS

Commonsense
Knowledge Enhanced
Memory Network for
Stance Classification
Stance classification aims at identifying
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in the text the attitude towards the given targets as
favorable, negative or unrelated. In existing models
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for stance classification, only textual representation
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is leveraged, while commonsense knowledge is

Yunqing Xia Search Technology
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Xuan Wang Harbin Institute of
Technology (Shenzhen)

ignored. In order to better incorporate commonsense
knowledge into stance classification, we propose
a novel model named Commonsense Knowledge
Enhanced Memory Network which jointly represents
textual and commonsense knowledge representation

of given target and text. The textual memory module in our model treats the textual representation as
memory vectors, and uses attention mechanism to embody the important parts. For commonsense
knowledge memory module, we jointly leverage the entity and relation embeddings learned by TranE
model to take full advantage of constraints of the knowledge graph. Experimental results on the
SemEval dataset show that the combination of the commonsense knowledge memory and textual
memory can improve stance classification. Moreover, the visualization of learned representation
empirically confirms that the knowledge commonsense extracted by our model can benefit the
identification of the stance towards given targets.

Stance classification is the task of automatically identifying the attitude, such as favor (positive,
pro), against (negative, con) or none (unrelated), conveyed in the text towards a specific target.
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Unlike the conventional aspect sentiment classification, the main challenge of stance classification
is that the target relating content may not appear explicitly in the text. Furthermore, it is difficult
for models to infer the relationship between the discussed object in the text and in the target. For
example, if the target and the discussed entity in the text are from opposite standpoints, the stance
polarity can be inconsistent with the sentiment expressed by the text with high probability. As
depicted in Figure 1, the text expresses against attitude with respect to the given target “legalization of abortion”. However, without any commonsense knowledge about the relation between
“abortion” and “pro-life”, it is difficult for a pure textual feature based classifier to predict stance
polarity.

Figure 1. An example of stance classification.

Previous models for stance classification only mainly leverage the linguistic context to capture
the relation between the text and the target in predicting the stance 1,2 .However, the commonsense
knowledge beyond the context has been underutilized, which hinders the performance of current
stance classification methods. To address this problem, we present a stance classification model
that resembles how we human beings solve the problem: leveraging the commonsense knowledge.
Such commonsense knowledge is usually not explicitly stated in the text. However, it is very
critical for conducting accurate stance prediction in some cases illustrated in Figure 1.
Commonsense knowledge generally refers to the factual knowledge that might not be explicitly
available in the text but structurally stored in external commonsense knowledge bases (CKBs)
such as Dbpedia 3 , FreeBase 4 and ConceptNet 5 . It is vital for a broad range of natural language
processing (NLP) tasks such as dialogue modeling 6 , short text classification 7 , and textual reasoning 8 , to incorporate commonsense knowledge for better performance and interpretability. In
previous CKB-based models, the knowledge is usually introduced incorporated by attaching the
words in entities as “pseudo words” to the text sequence 7 or appending the entity embeddings
to the word vectors on the token level 8 . We argue that entities in CKB and words in text are not
always consistent in the same common feature space. Previous methods cannot take advantage
of complementary semantics of text and CKB, and they are not suitable for knowledge-sensitive
NLP tasks such as stance classification.
In order to make use of the distinct characteristics of text and CKB, we proposed a novel model
based on memory network 9 , which separately memorizes text and commonsense knowledge in
different components. In addition, we propose the attention mechanism to identify the most possible entities and relations associated with the target from the CKB. To be specific, to memorize
CKB representation, our model uses an ordinary end-to-end memory module to store textual representation and a key-value memory module. From CKB representation, the entities and relations
mentioned in the text can be used to infer the subject in the text. Then, the stance predicted by the
textual representation will affect the weights in key-value memory module which assigns the most
possible subject a higher attention. Unlike dot product attention used in textual memory module,
the attention used in CKB memory module takes advantage of the additional property of knowledge graph embedding to capture the correlation between text and the target in the knowledge
space, which is complementary to the linguistic feature space.
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RELATED WORK
Stance Classification: Recently, there is a growing interest in detecting the stance polarity of text
on microblogs. Unlike ordinary sentence-level 10,11 and aspect-level 12,13 sentiment classification,
stance classification is a more challenging task. SemEval-2016 Task 6 14 involves two stance detection subtasks in tweets in supervised and weakly supervised settings. Augenstein et al. 1 used
two bidirectional Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) to model both target and text for stance detection. However this model requires a very large unlabeled Twitter corpus in order to predict the
task-relevant hashtags as an auxiliary task to initialize the word embeddings. Du et al. 2 proposed
an RNN based model, which incorporates target-specific information into stance classification
by using a new attention mechanism. Li et al. 15 introduced deep memory networks for stance
detection (they called attitude identification), which employs attention mechanism to capture
the informative context words by leveraging external memory components. In order to mine the
relationship between targets, multi-target stance detection 16,17 , which is more challenging, gains
more increasing attention and emphasis. Unlike the existing models which attempt to predict the
stance label by using only textual feature, we leverage external commonsense knowledge base
to construct a commonsense knowledge memory module to improve the performance of stance
classification.
Commonsense Knowledge: With rapid growth of knowledge engineering, several commonsense
knowledge bases have been published, such as Dbpedia, FreeBase, ConceptNet and SenticNet.
In our model, ConceptNet is used to enhance the capacity for modeling the relation between the
context and target. ConceptNet is a knowledge representation project, providing a large-scale
semantic graph that describes facts and human knowledge. CKBs have been widely used in various NLP tasks, such as open-domain conversation generation, visual question answering and
sentiment analysis. For conversation generation, there are several end-to-end conversation models
levering CKB 6,18 , which improve the relevance and diversity of generated responses in opendomain conversations. For visual question answering, Su et al. 19 proposed visual knowledge
memory networks to leverage self-built CKB for supporting visual question answering. For sentiment analysis, Xu et al. 20 modified ordinary recall gate function in RNN to leverage CKB. For
sentiment analysis, Ma et al. 21 integrated integrated external CKB into RNN cell to improve the
performance on aspect sentiment classification .

OUR PROPOSED MODEL
We formalize the problem of stance classification as follows. Suppose that the text is a sequence
of words x = {x1 , x2 , . . . , xn }, the goal of our model is to predict the stance polarity y ∈
{−1, 0, 1} (corresponding to Against, None and Favor respectively) towards the target z =
{z1 , . . . , zt }, where the words in the text and the target are from a global vocabulary. As illustrated in Figure 2, we propose a Commonsense Knowledge Enhanced Memory Network (denoted
as CKEMN) for stance classification. The proposed CKEMN model consists of two memory
modules: (1) the textual memory module, representing the text and the target by computing the
attention-weighted sum of word level memory representations; (2) the commonsense knowledge
memory module, using key-value neural memories to store the commonsense knowledge representations of the text and target respectively, then applying attention mechanism to extract the
related knowledge representation for stance classification. Finally, the textual and commonsense
knowledge representations are concatenated and fed into the stance classifier for stance prediction.
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Figure 2. Architecture of Commonsense Knowledge Enhanced Memory Network.

Textual Memory Module
The textual memory module, shown in the right part in Figure 2, aims to obtain the textual memory representations of the text and the target. This module is composed of three parts: textual
encoder, textual target encoder, and textual output component.
Textual Encoder: Let Ew ∈ Rdw ×|V | denote the word embedding lookup matrix initialized by
Glove or Word2vec, where |V | is the vocabulary size, dw is the dimension of word embedding.
The one-hot representation of a word xi ∈ R|V | is converted to its embedding vector by viw =
Ew xi | . Inspired by recurrent attention on memory framework proposed by Chen et al. 22 , we use
bidirectional recurrent networks with Long-Short Term Memory (bi-LSTM) units as the textual
encoder to capture the long-term dependency from both forward and backward directions. The
−
→
hidden state hi at step i is used as the representation of word i. The backward LSTM is same as
forward LSTM, except that it receives the reversed sequence of words and emits the hidden state
←
−
hi . The forward and backward
hidden states are concatenated to construct the textual memory
h−
→ ←
−i
W
slot of word i by mi = hi , hi ∈ R2dh .
Textual Target Encoder: In order to represent the target words in the same vector space of the
text, the identical bi-LSTM is applied to represent the target. Inspired by bidirectional conditional
encoding method proposed by Augenstei et al 1 , the bi-LSTM here is initialized by the last hidden
states of the bi-LSTM in the textual encoder. The target is represented by taking the average of
P
hidden states of the words in target uw = 1t tj=1 mtj , where uw ∈ Rdh is the text memory
h−
i
→
←
−
vector of the target, mtj = hj , hj is the concatenation of the forward and backward hidden
states, and t is the target length.
Textual Output Component: As shown in Figure 2, for the feature vector fed into the stance
classifier, its right half, i.e., ow , is computed as the sum of the textual memory vector of the target
P
w
(i.e., uw ) and the weighted sum of the memory slots of the text ow = uw + i pw
i mi , where
w
w
the weight pi of mi is the attention score showing the importance of xi , computed as pw
i =
Softmax((uw )| mw
).
i

Commonsense Knowledge Memory Module
The commonsense knowledge base used in our model is consists of a large number of factual
triples f ∈ F . Each fact takes the form of triple like < e1 , r, e2 > (e.g., (anti-abortion, synonyms,
pro-life) is a factual triple in CKB), in which e1 , e2 are entities or concepts (e1 is anti-abortion
and e2 is pro-life) and r is the relationship between the two entities (r is synonyms). The goal of
commonsense knowledge memory module is to convert the structured commonsense knowledge
into key-value based memory representations and extract the most highlighted facts for stance
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classification. Specifically, the representation of the target is treated as a key vector for searching
the most related commonsense knowledge memory representation of the text (i.e., the value
vector) by attention mechanism.
Commonsense Knowledge Encoder: We first retrieve all of entities appeared in text as input to
commonsense knowledge memory module by an entity linking tool built on Concept. Extracted
entities are denoted as one-hot entity vectors xe = {xe1 , xe2 , . . . , xene }, xei ∈ R|E| for the text
, and z e = {z1e , z2e , . . . , ztee }, zie ∈ R|E| for the target, where ne and te are the number of
entities mentioned in text and target. Besides the mentioned entities, the corresponding relations
connecting these entities are also retrieved from CKB.
We adopt TransE 23 to represent entities and relations in a CKB as low-dimension vectors. For
a triple < e1 , r, e2 > in CKB, the goal of TransE is to minimize the distance between e1 + r
and e2 in vector space, which assumes e1 + r ≈ e2 . Let ECK ∈ RdCK ×(|E|+|R|) denote the
entity and relation embedding matrix pre-trained on the whole set of ConceptNet 5.5, where |E|
is the number of CKB entities, |R| is the number of relations in CKB, dCK is the dimension of
common-sense knowledge graph embedding. The one-hot representation of the extracted entity
xei ∈ R|E| in the text is converted into its entity vector ei by ei = ECK (xei )| . where ei ∈ RdCK .
i
Similarly, the relations connecting entities xei are convert to vectors {r1i , . . . , r|r
} by looking up
i|
e
the same embedding matrix ECK . For an entity xi , the vectors of relations connecting to entity
|r |
xei are ri = {ri1 , ri2 , . . . , ri i }, rij ∈ RdCK , where |ri | is the number of connected relations to enCK
tity xi . The commonsense knowledge memory slots of entity xei are {mCK
, mCK
, . . . , mCK
1
2
|ri | }
(index i omitted) obtained by taking the sum of the entity embedding ei and the corresponding
relation vectors by
mCK
= ei + rij
(1)
j
where j ∈ 1, 2, . . . |ri | is the index of relations connecting to entity xci . Note that the total number
P e
of commonsense knowledge memory slots of text is n
i |ri |.
We use the average of entity embeddings z e = {z1e , z2e , . . . , ztee } as the representation of targets
Pe e
target uCK = t1e tj=1
zj , where zje is the entity embedding of j-th entity mentioned in target.
Commonsense Knowledge Output Component: The additive property of TransE embedding (
e1 + r ≈ e2 ) allows us to use entity embedding of target as key (query) to search the most related
facts appeared in text (value). We use a neural attention function to compute the relatedness
score of entities in target and entity-relation tuples in text. The commonsense knowledge output
memory representation is obtained by computing the weighted sum of commonsense knowledge
memory vectors of text and target representation ue by
pCK
= Softmax((uCK )| mCK
)
i
i
X CK CK
CK
CK
o
=u
+
pi mi

(2)

i

pCK
i

where
is the attention score of commonsense knowledge fact i, and oCK is the output representation of commonsense knowledge memory module.

Stance Classifier
In order to jointly leverage the textual and commonsense knowledge representation of the text
and the target, the output of both memory modules are concatenated to obtain the combined
representation and then fed to stance classifier:
p(ŷ|x, z) = softmax(Wp (ow ⊕ oCK ) + bp )

(3)
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where ow ⊕ oCK ∈ RdKB +2dh is the concatenated representation of text with entities, ow ∈
R2dh and oKB ∈ RdC K are output representation representations of textual and commonsense
knowledge memory modules as depicted above, Wp is the weight of stance classifier, bp is a
bias term, and p(ŷ|x, z) is the predicted probability of stance polarity. We use the cross-entropy
between the predicted and ground-truth labels as the loss function of our model. All components
can be trained end-to-end by minimizing the loss function.

EXPERIMENTS
Dataset and Commonsense Knowledge: Semeval-2016 Task 6 14 released a dataset for stance
classification on English tweets. IIn total, there are 4,163 tweets in this dataset, and the stance of
each tweet is manually annotated as favorable or unfavorable toward on of five targets Atheism,
Climate Change, Feminist Movement, Hillary Clinton, and Legalization of Abortion. This dataset
has two subtasks, including subtask-A supervised learning and subtask-B unsupervised learning.
In this evaluation, we merely work on the subtask-A, in which the targets provided in the test set
can all be found in the training set.
ConceptNet is used as the commonsense knowledge base in our proposed model, which contains
1.5 million entities and 18.1 million relations. The knowledge in ConceptNet is organized as
entity-relation triples. The number of retrieved knowledge triples is 17,426 (containing 8,052
entities).
Metrics: The micro average of F 1-score across targets, which is the official evaluation measure
for Semeval-2016 Task 6, is adopted as the evaluation metric for stance classification. First, the
F 1-score is calculated for Favor and Against categories for all instances in the dataset. Then, the
average of FF avor and FAgainst is calculated as the final metric. Note that the final metric does
not consider the None class. By taking the average F-score for only the Favor and Against classes,
we treat None as a class that is not of interest.

ANALYSIS
We first analyze the results on the experimental data. Then, the word attention and selected commonsense knowledge learned by our model are visualized. Finally, we demonstrate the learned
representations of text and commonsense knowledge.
Table 1. Performance comparison on the SemEval Dataset. SVM and TAN train separate
model for each target
Models
CNN 24
LSTM 25
SVM 26*
BCD 1
MM 15
TAN 2*
CKEMN (no TMN)
CKEMN (no CMN)
CKEMN

Atheism
52.18
58.18
59.48
61.47
60.55
59.33
57.78
60.33
62.69

Climate
36.70
40.05
52.51
41.63
53.07
53.59
48.52
50.94
53.52

Semeval English Dataset
Feminist Hillary Abortion Overall
45.80
56.26
54.30
62.55
49.06
61.84
51.03
63.21
41.07
60.79
64.20
67.86
48.94
57.67
57.28
67.82
53.58
62.94
68.05
67.09
55.77
65.38
68.79
68.79
58.86
59.81
45.81
65.53
57.11
65.75
62.19
67.74
61.25
64.19
64.19
69.74
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Main Result The experimental results of the baselines and our proposed model on SemEval
dataset are reported in Table 1. First, it is observed that SVM 26 performs better than CNN 24 and
LSTM 25 , since SVM trains a separate classifier for each target. However, this training strategy is
not capable of classifying stance when there is no explicit targets. BCD 1 , which employs conditional LSTM to learn a representation of the tweet considering the target, also outperforms CNN
and LSTM. It is also observed that TAN 2 outperforms other baseline models since it has the capability of capturing the target information to improve the performance of stance detection. Our
model Our proposed CKEMN model outperforms all competing baseline methods significantly.
This verifies that combining textual representation and commonsense knowledge base can benefit
stance classification.
The variants of the proposed CKEMN model, which remove the Textual Memory Network (TMN)
and the commonsense knowledge memory network (CKEMN) respectively, also show satisfactory
results. It can be found that when removing the textual or commonsense memory modules, the
performance drops dramatically. More importantly, it is empirically found observed that TMN has
more effects on performance than CKEMN, since the textual representation is more suitable for
capturing the similarity between context and target.It is also shown that the representations of the
textual text and commonsense knowledge can be complementary to each other, and combining
them can further improve the performance of stance classification.

Case Study To make it more intuitive, we randomly select an example from the test set, and
show the word and KG attention scores obtained by textual memory and KG memory modules
respectively in Figure 3. For KG attention, the word-level attention score is obtained by taking the
average of all entity-relation pairs corresponding to a word. It is observed that the word attention
focuses on "unfollowed" that is a word expressing emotion of the author, but it ignores the relation
between the word "pro-life" in text and the target. Unlike the word attention, KG attention focuses on word "pro-life", which is more contextually related to the target in the external KG. This
exemplary case indicates that the proposed KG memory module improves the performance of
stance classification mainly by capturing the complementary knowledge rather than the superficial
information of the language.

Figure 3. Example of attention visualization.

CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a novel memory network-based model which combines the textual
representation and the corresponding commonsense knowledge representation for stance classification. The main contribution of this model lies in that it represents the commonsense knowledge
as memory vectors for stance classification. Specifically, a neural memory module is proposed to
make use of the additional property of knowledge graph embeddings to better represent the structural knowledge. Experimental results show that our model outperforms several strong baselines.
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